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Parcel.One

Evgenij Bazenov is one of the founders of the 
start-up, PARCEL.ONE, a logistics service provi-
der especially for cross-border online trade.

The services provided by the company make it 
possible for online merchants to significantly 
reduce their international shipping costs. PAR-
CEL.ONE achieves this by bundling together the 
shipments of all the affiliated merchants whilst 
finding the ideal service provider from more than 
30 delivery partners for individual shipments.

Moreover, merchants can reduce their opera-
tional efforts, so that they don‘t need to work 
with every logistics company, closing a contract 

in every target country to integrate. Instead, PARCEL.ONE becomes the one business partner for 
all the markets. 

Duty Pay

Alexander Gansel is the managing director of Duty Pay GmbH, consisting of native-speaking tax 
experts for making Europe-wide cross-border trade easier. Duty Pay expertly takes care of tax 
reporting obligations, advises tax consultants on VAT compliance optimisation strategies and offers 
comprehensive services for online merchants operating across all marketplaces as well as online 
shop owners.  
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Händlerbund

Yvonne Bachmann is a lawyer and is respon-
sible for legal issues and questions at Händler-
bund. As the largest online trade association 
in Europe and member of Ecommerce Europe, 
it is important to the Händlerbund to answer 
questions about cross-border trade to Europe 
and the rest of the world, assisting merchants 
with international expansion.

The Händlerbund represents the interests of 
the German online traders and works alongs-
ide countries like Spain, France, the Nether-

lands, etc. to improve the legal frameworks and for cross-border trade. Trading secure legally in 
European markets, the Händlerbund provides its members with legal texts in 6 different languages.
 

To make it easier for merchants to enter the Spanish market, 
the Händlerbund cooperates extensively with the Spanish 
e-commerce association, adigital.

Yvonne Bachmann

Protection Against Legal Written Warnings | Legal Texts | Legal Consultation | Trustmark | Customer Ratings Tool

Put Sales 
to the ForeProtection 

Against Legal 
Written Warnings

www.haendlerbund.de

http://www.haendlerbund.de


Legal Tips for 

Selling in Spain

The Correct Choice of Law

Online merchants that also want to make their range available in Spain may not include in their T&Cs 
agreements such as “These terms & conditions are subject to German Law”. However, in practise, 
this does not mean a merchant may not conclude contracts according to German Law. The T&Cs 
must include the information that German Law solely shall apply instead of the more (to the consu-
mers) advantageous national provisions (here: Spain) which will not be affected.

For Spanish customers, German Consumer Protection Law is in effect in every case (i.e. A two-year 
warranty period for the delivery of defective goods) as well as the German Right of Withdrawal.

Special Requirements for Delivery to Spain

When offering goods to Spanish consumers, it must be clearly com-
municated which freight, delivery or shipping costs or other costs for 
delivery will arise when delivering to Spain.  The statement “Shipping 
costs for delivery to Spain upon request” or similar formulations are 
not allowed. Attention: Always remember that Spain is made up also 
of more distant islands (i.e. The Canary Islands) which can cause hig-
her shipping costs.

If you operate an online shop under a domain in German Language, a further special cancellation 
policy in Spanish as well as a special T&Cs in Spanish is required if the shop is also usable by 
Spanish customers.

If a shop is especially made for Spanish customers (including a Spanish domain and Spanish Langua-
ge), all legal texts (T&Cs, Cancellation Policy, Legal Notice and Privacy Policy) are required in Spanish. 
In this case, German Law can also be stipulated.



Side Note: Compliance with Transport and Import Regulations

In the event of a shipment to Spain, the transport regulations must be fulfilled with both the 
transport carriers and the national authorities in Spain. 

The import of the following products to Spain is especially limited and has certain conditions 
dependent upon special import permits: 

»  Jewellery and Valuable Objects »  Chemical Products »  Textiles

When shipping to some places in Spain (i.e. Ceuta, Melilla, The Canary Islands), a customs 
declaration (CN23 for packages and CN 22 for small parcels) in English , French or Spanish 
is required to be filled in and sent with the shipment. A commercial invoice including the tax 
numbers of the sender and recipient is required for shipments of merchandise.

 
 

Specify the payment methods available to Spanish customers if you want to or must 
make separate agreements. The date of delivery is also required for shipping to Spain. 
Banking terms and postal routes (also regarding delivery to islands) must also be 
included when calculating the delivery period.  

Special Registration and Labelling Requirements

The export of products to Spain requires a certain amount of care. An example of this is the shipping 
of electronics to Spain that, according to Spanish requirements, views the merchant as the ma-
nufacturer. This requires the corresponding registration requirements with the Spanish authorities. 
German service providers offer help for this, taking over the registration in Spain. The requirements 
of the target country regarding youth protection are also relevant, and the shipping of alcohol or 
data media is only allowed if in compliance with Spanish Youth Protection.

When shipping to Spain, the shipments is subject to Spanish Packaging Law and must be registered 
there. A registration previously completed in Germany with the dual system is not sufficient. Online 
merchants shipping to Spain must affiliate themselves with a collection and disposal system (i.e. 
ECOEMBA - LAJES ESPAÑA).
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Small Details with a Huge Effect

One important topic for online merchants operating cross-border is 
logistics. In the European Single Market and the accompanying 
exemption from duty, cross-border trade has become simpler 
than ever. Nevertheless, many member states have different 
infrastructures and other requirements for foreign companies. 
There are several special characteristics in Spain as well – 
substantial ones in logistics of course. Several service 
providers, alongside long-established companies, have taken 
root in the e-commerce market.

An Overview: The most important logistics companies in Spain

As an equivalent to DHL in Spain, letters and packages can be sent with Correos. As the largest 
provider, with a wide-reaching infrastructure with both package and postal services in place, this 
will certainly reduce costs. Their competitor is Celeritas – a small provider in comparison.

However, because of their focus on e-com-
merce, they are a sought-after service pro-
vider for large clients like Zalando and Zo-
oplus. The service provider MRW is also one 
merchants should have a look at. This compa-
ny, amongst other things, has focused on pick-
up stations. As a fourth player, the preferred 
logistics service provider for speed is SEUR. 
A subsidiary of DPD, they offer innovative and 
well thought-out solutions and profit above all 
from the cross-border business of their parent 
company. 



Delivery channels and what Spanish customers prefer

Like in Germany, the delivery modes differ between service providers. The reason 
is simple: basically that packages can be delivered to neighbours, which isn’t 
acceptable to many Spanish customers because it 
intrudes upon their privacy. Therefore, delivery 
service providers must come up with delivery 
times. SEUR isn’t only the market leader when it 
comes to fast deliveries. There are also several 
special features of the delivery modes. That’s how the 
customers receive a precise, down-to-the-hour delivery window.
The notifications are by text message and the customer can select the destination of the package 
(alternative addresses, pick-up shops, etc.). Correos and Celeritas offer 2 delivery variants: Next 
Day (within 24 hours) or within the next 3 days (cheaper). The customer is informed of the delivery 
by telephone. That way the customer can choose a delivery window when he/she is at home. Also 
important to remember is: Online merchants should always ask for a telephone or mobile number, 
because Spanish customers are used to telephone or text message contact.

Calculating weight, island delivery and Portuguese customers

The weight of the package is extremely important to calculate: the physical weight as well as 
the volume of the package is measured, and the difference in price goes to the merchant. Online 
merchants should think well about packaging and weight beforehand to take advantage of the 
cheapest options. There are also special characteristics regarding delivery to islands: it’s often 
cheaper to ship with a German express package courier. The reason: Spanish service providers 
work with partners to deliver to islands, which can mean extra fees. In addition, shipments to the 
Canary Islands must be provided with a customs declaration (CN22 or CN23). It is the opposite for 
shipments to Portugal: If online merchants ship to Spain and Portugal, it pays to use a Spanish CEP 
service. That is because all Spanish service providers have good conditions for shipping to Portugal.

There are several things to keep in mind and intricacies to take into account, but then the question 
of successful deliveries will no longer stand in the way of cross-border trade.
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VAT Compliance in  

SpaIN (ESP)

Currency: Euro
Delivery Threshold: €35,000
Local Tax Authorities Website: www.agenciatributaria.es

Tax Rates:

Denomination Tax Rate Product Example

Normal Tax Rate 21%

Reduced Tax Rate 10%  » Taxi Bills
 » Bus Tickets and Other Forms of Personal 

Transport
 » Social Services
 » Medical Services
 » Hotel Bills
 » Restaurant Bills
 » Agricultural Goods

Greatly Reduced Tax Rate 4%  » Medicines and Other Pharmaceutical Products
 » Books Including Free Extras
 » Periodicals
 » Newspapers
 » Groceries
 » Construction and Delivery of New Buildings/

Houses
 » Repair and Renovation of Properties

http://www.agenciatributaria.es


 
Reporting and Payment Planning:

- Monthly or Quarterly
- A monthly payment plan is required with a turnover of  
   €6,010,121.04 or more in previous year 

Payment and Reporting Terms:

- The 20th of the month following the month when the tax 
arises 

Intrastat Threshold:

- Imports: €400,000
- Exports: €400,000

Unique Characteristics to Spain:

During the registration process, not only a tax number for 
the company is issued, but also a personal tax number, the 
so-called N.I.E., for the managing director - especially the 
owner – is issued as well. Spain has relatively high require-
ments during the registration process for the necessary do-
cuments, i.e. the preparation of notarial services and Hague 
Apostille certifications.  

Please observe national accounting regulations when producing commercial documents.


